Banach's original proof of the Banach-Stone theorem for compact metric spaces uses peak functions, that is, continuous functions which assume their norm in just one point. We show by using nonstandard methods that the peak point approach also works for compact Hausdorff spaces. The peak functions are replaced by internal functions whose standard part is supported in one monad.
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Banach's original proof of the Banach-Stone theorem for compact metric spaces uses peak functions, that is, continuous functions which assume their norm in just one point. We show by using nonstandard methods that the peak point approach also works for compact Hausdorff spaces. The peak functions are replaced by internal functions whose standard part is supported in one monad.
The Banach-Stone theorem still attracts a lot of attention; see [5] for a survey of the various generalisations. Banach's proof [1] of the Banach-Stone theorem for compact metric spaces uses peak functions. He characterises such functions in a way that is invariant under isometries. Eilenberg [4] gave a different intrinsic characterisation of peak functions and observed that Banach's proof can be carried out for completely regular, countably compact spaces satisfying the first countability axiom. For every point in x € X there is a function that peaks at x if and only if X is completely regular and every point of X is a G&. The proofs for compact Hausdorff spaces are either fairly involved or use the dual space of C(X), the Riesz representation and extreme points (see [2, 3] , or any other textbook on functional analysis) or they use maximal ideals. Our nonstandard proof for compact Hausdorff spaces replaces peak functions by internal functions whose standard part is supported in one monad.
Let (X, Cl) and Y be compact Hausdorff spaces. For a point x € X, the monad of x is defined to be n(x) = f){*U: U is a neighbourhood of x}. Here *U denotes the nonstandard extension of the standard entity U.
The first Lemma goes back to Robinson [6] . It sums up the properties of the nonstandard extension of a compact Hausdorff space that we need: LEMMA 1 . Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. Then
By (1) and (2) the map °: *X -> X which assigns the value x to each z e n(x) is well defined. To prove (3): 
<p(x)=°( S upp°*T(fx)).
This is obviously a bijection. It remains to show that it is continuous. We do this by showing that (p : X -> Y has an 5-continuous lifting $ : *X -¥ *Y. For each y € *X, choose an f y as in Lemma 3. Again, °*T(f y ) is supported within one monad and we may choose a point <$(?/) G *Y for which | *T(/j/)(3>(y))| = 1. Using the internal axiom of choice, we can do this for all points in *X simultaneously. Here we use that the family of all f y for y G *X is internal. This defines an internal map $ : *X -t *Y.
If y,z G n{x), then (f y + f z )/(\\f y + /ZIIQO) does again satisfy condition (C) and therefore the standard part of its image is supported within one monad, has norm one and does not change signs. Since the standard part of each of the three functions is supported within one monad, all three must be supported in the same monad. This shows that <5(y) « ®{z). Furthermore, it also shows that ^(y) =
